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Introduction

Cyber threats to the energy sector pose economic and national 
security risks, threatening a key BEIS objective; to ensure the UK 
has a reliable, low cost and clean energy system.

BEIS recognises the growing importance of a resilient energy 
supply chain, driven by the transition towards increased 
connectivity, and the growing use of remote monitoring or 
operation. 

The attack surface for cyber-attacks through supply chain 
operations continues to grow. Cyber security assurance of third 
parties is common practice amongst energy system operators but 
it is recognised that developing, maintaining, and operating 
security assurance processes are costly and time consuming.

Bridewell Consulting focus on providing industry leading expertise 
across the areas of cyber security, data privacy and information 
management, penetration testing and managed security services.

Bridewell combine a strategic, business driven approach that is 
underpinned by compliance and security expertise across a vast 
array of technology and industry sectors. Bridewell’s true value 
add resides with knowing how to effectively meet legal and 
industry requirements in a practical context that enables the 
business to operate effectively.

Bridewell  has extensive experience across critical national 
infrastructure and financial services, supported by industry 
certifications with the likes of the National Cyber Security Centre 
(NCSC) and CREST.  Bridewell assist customers by supporting and 
large-scale transformation that is secure by design. 

Bridewell are working with BEIS to develop a best practice 
approach to supply chain assurance across the energy sector.

This project is intended to introduce a standardised best practice 
approach to procuring services that have appropriate levels of 
cyber security and resilience in place.



Bridewell - Who Are We?

Bridewell Consulting is a leading independent cyber security services provider with a strong reputation 
and credentials
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BEIS Supply Chain Assurance Project

Organisations need to establish a clear 
security direction with their suppliers, asking 
for and incentivising good security through 

their supply chains.

Lindy Cameron
CEO of NCSC



BEIS Supplier Assurance Project: Phase 1

NCSC E3CC

BEIS

Clearer 
definition Greater 

transparency
StreamlinedCost 

effective

Creating an agreed supply chain 
framework for companies to use 

when procuring products / 
services, considering cyber 

security risks.

RFI RFP



BEIS Supplier Assurance Project: Phase 2

NCSC Bridewell

BEIS Encourage and increase the 
adoption of the RFI 

questionnaire and RFP guidance 
amongst energy operators and 

other interested parties, through 
support and training.



BEIS Supplier Assurance Project: Phase 2
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BEIS Supplier Assurance Project: Benefits of the Framework

Improved continual insurance

Strong, scalable & repeatable 
processes

Alignment to best practice 
and regulation

Improved enterprise risk 
management

Produced by information 
security experts

Supplier buy-in

Navigating a complex 
regulatory environment

Consistency

Easy to implement

Improved remediation
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What Is Cyber Supply Chain Risk?

A risk owner is a person or entity 
responsible for managing threats and 
vulnerabilities that could be exploited. 

The owner of each risk should be 
someone for whom the risk is relevant 
to their job and who has the authority 

to do something about it.

Who owns the risk?

Cyber supply chain risk is 
the probability of exposure, loss of 

critical assets and sensitive 
information, or reputational impact as a 
result of a cyber attack occurring via an 

organisation’s supply chain.

What is supply chain risk?

Risks may include insertion of 
counterfeits, unauthorised production, 
tampering, theft, insertion of malicious 
software and hardware, as well as poor 

manufacturing and development 
practices in the cybersecurity-related 

elements of the supply chain.

What are the risks?



Protecting Your Assets

• Intellectual Property
• Personal Data
• Confidential Information
• CCTV
• File sharing services
• Email Applications

• HVAC
• SCADA
• PLCs
• Physical Plant Equipment
• RTUs
• HMIs
• Automated gates

• Firewalls
• Servers
• Data Centres
• Routers
• Printers
• Wireless Access Points

Information Operational Networks



Types of Suppliers

Service Operator

Operates OT systems or 
closely connected IT-OT 
systems on behalf of the 

organisation

Maintainer

Provides support and 
maintenance of OT 

systems

Manufacturer

Provides OT or closely 
connected IT-OT system 

/ component design, 
development and build

Integrator

Provides system 
integration / 

configuration / bespoke 
design

IT Support Services

Provides IT services that 
support the OT network 

including security 
monitoring

Consultant

Delivers consultancy 
and/or assessment of 

system status including 
security assessment



ENISA Threat Landscape for Supply Chain Attacks

Source: ENISA Threat Landscape for Supply Chain Attacks

of attacks focus on the 
suppliers code

of attacks aimed to 
access data

of the attacks exploit 
the trust of customers in 

their supplier

of attacks rely on 
malware

Supply chain attacks on the rise:



Threat Actors

Cyber threat actors are states, groups, or individuals who, with malicious intent, aim to take advantage 
of vulnerabilities to gain unauthorised access to information systems in order to steal data or inflict 
damage on devices, systems, and networks. They intend to compromise the security of an information 
system by altering the availability, integrity, or confidentiality of a system or the information it contains.
Threat actors are both motivated and capable.

Nation States Cyber Criminals Hacktivists Thrill-seekers Insiders

Motivation Geopolitical Profit Ideological /
Political

Satisfaction / 
Validate Skill

Disgruntled /
Profit 

Capability High High
(dependent on access and skill) Low Low High

(dependent on access and skill)



Supply Chain Attacks in 2021



Threats to the Energy Sector

ENISA’s report on the threat landscape for supply chain attacks states there is an escalation in 
targeting ICS networks. Due to an increase in:

ICS networks benefit from segregation and strong security controls, but they are high value 
targets for attackers who have the motivation and skills.

Industrial IoT Digital Transformation Cloud Connectivity Remote Access



Energy Sector Attacks

Source: NCSC - Actions to Take When the Cyber Threat Is Heightened

Cyber attacks on European oil 
facilities spreading

The Colonial Pipeline ransomware 
attack: views from various cyber 
security experts

Npower will not turn its mobile app 
back on after the attack

UK energy giant Npower has 
permanently closed its mobile app, 
after finding that hackers had used it to 
steal sensitive information from 
customers. The company will not bring 
the app back in the future...

Over the weekend of 8th-9th May 
2021, a cyber criminal group took one 
of the largest US fuel pipelines 
offline with a ransomware attack 
against the operator Colonial Pipeline…

Following a cyber attack on distribution 
facilities in Germany, more incidents 
have been reported in Belgium and the 
Netherlands, but it is too early to 
necessarily draw a link between them…

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/actions-to-take-when-the-cyber-threat-is-heightened


The EU Security of Networks & 
Information Systems (NISD) 

Directive aims to raise levels of 
cyber security and resilience of 

key systems across the EU. It was 
transposed into UK law in May 
2018 via the NIS Regulations.

Network and Information Systems Regulations (NISR)

NIS Directive NIS Regulation Competent Authorities Operates of Essential 
Services

NISD NISR CAs OES

The Security of Network & 
Information Systems Regulations 
(NIS Regulations) provide legal 
measures to boost the level of 
security (both cyber & physical 

resilience) of network and 
information systems for the 

provision of essential services and 
digital services.

Companies and organisations 
identified as either Operators of 

Essential Services (OES) or 
Competent Authorities (CAs) are 

primarily involved.

CAs are organisations that are 
responsible for the oversight and 

enforcement of the NIS 
Regulations in each sector or 

region covered by the NIS 
Regulations e.g. Ofgem and BEIS.

OESs are organisations that 
operate services deemed critical 

to the economy and wider society. 
They include critical infrastructure 
and other important services, such 

as healthcare and digital 
infrastructure.



NISR in the Energy Sector

As the joint competent authority, 
Ofgem and BEIS are responsible 

for the enforcement of the NISR in 
the energy sector. As part of this 
they have imposed the use of the 

NCSC-provided Cyber 
Assessment Framework (CAF). 

BEIS

The NCSC CAF is a set of 14 cyber 
security & resilience principles, 
together with guidance on using 
and applying the principles. The 

CAF cyber security principles 
define a set of top-

level outcomes that, collectively, 
describe good cyber security for 

organisations performing essential 
functions.

NCSC CAF

The OES must demonstrate that 
they have performed an 

assessment against each of the 
CAF principles and provide a 

mitigation plan where they do not 
meet the required security 

baseline for a principle. 

OES

The organisation understands and 
manages security risks to 

networks and information systems 
supporting the operation of 

essential functions that arise as a 
result of dependencies on 

external suppliers. This includes 
ensuring that appropriate 

measures are employed where 
third party services are used.

CAF Principle A.4 - Supply 
Chain

Source: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/caf

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/caf


Cyber Hygiene Foundations

Perhaps one of the key things I have learnt in 
my time as NCSC CEO is that many – in fact 

the vast majority – of these high-profile cyber 
incidents can be prevented by following 

actionable steps that dramatically improve an 
organisation’s cyber resilience.

Lindy Cameron
CEO of NCSC



Source: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/passwords

NCSC provides the following 
advice and practical guidance 
on passwords:

• Password policy: updating your approach

• Password administration for system owners

• Password manager buyers guide 

Cyber Hygiene Foundations: Passwords

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/passwords


DON’T GET CAUGHT– ALWAYS REPORT.

NCSC provides guidance on a multi-
layered approach to improve resilience 
against phishing attack.

Phishing Spearphishing Whaling

Phishing checklist:

1. Do I know the sender – does the email 
look correct?

2. Am I expecting this email / is it out of 
the blue?

3. Is there anything odd – errors in 
grammar / spelling / strange 
approvals/ a request to act quickly?

4. Are there any links or attachments 
that don’t seem right?

Cyber Hygiene Foundations: Passwords

Source: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/phishing

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/phishing


Cyber Hygiene Foundations: People, Process, Technology

People

Process

Technology

Information Security



Cyber Hygiene Foundations: Ransomware Attacks - PPT

Backups Identity & Access 
Management

Password 
Management

Incident 
Management

Email Security Vulnerability 
Management

Source: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/mitigating-malware-and-ransomware-attacks

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/mitigating-malware-and-ransomware-attacks


Supplier Assurance Process Walkthrough

Policies

Procedures

Guidelines / 
Working Practices

• Supplier Management Policy

• Frameworks / standards 

• Supplier Onboarding Procedures

• Supplier Management Guidelines / Working Practices

• Roles and responsibilities 

• Cyber-specific supplier requirements:

- At onboarding

- In contract wording

• Ongoing assurance activities



The RFI / RFP Documents

https://go.insight.bridewellconsulting.com/energy-sector-supply-chain-assurance-rfp
https://go.insight.bridewellconsulting.com/energy-sector-supply-chain-assurance-rfi


Interpreting the Results

Ensure you have 
clearly defined the 
minimum expected 
levels of security 
responses based 
on policy and risk 

appetite.

Agree and 
communicate 

responsibilities 
between teams 

such as 
Procurement / 

Cyber / OT / IT to 
ensure successful 

collaboration.

Responses should 
be reviewed by a 

Subject Matter 
Expert who is able 

to interpret the 
security 

requirements and 
relay these to the 

business.

Include responses 
in the supply chain 

risk assessment 
processes.

Request further 
information where 
required and / or 

exclude the 
supplier from 

further work if they 
are unable to meet 

the baseline 
requirements.

Ensure a periodic 
review of suppliers 
based on their risk 
profile and reuse 
the documents as 

needed.

Minimum 
Requirements

Roles & 
Responsibilities

SME
Review

Risk
Assessment

Go / No-go 
Decision

Continual 
Assessment



BEIS Supply Chain Assurance Project: NCSC Guidance 

Source: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/supply-chain-security

The RFI and RFP documents 
can be used in collaboration 
with and directly support the 
NCSC principles of supply 
chain security. 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/supply-chain-security


Good Practice Recommendations

Strategy

Risk Appetite

Governance

Strategy defined and approved by Board

Risk appetite defined and approved by Board

Clear governance for Go/No-Go decision 
making

Policy
Policy defined and communicated for Cyber Security, 
Procurement and Supply Chain Management

Procedure & Standards
Contract managers provided with procedures / 
guidelines for cyber supply chain assurance

Contract Register

Tools

Audit

Consolidate contract registers to a single source

Ensure tools support cross-functional collaboration 
of teams

Audit the processes as part of compliance reviews

Decision Management
Define decision management for lack of compliance 
with baseline standards



Cyber Supplier Assurance Pledge

Understanding supply 
chain risk

Reviewing current 
assurance processes

Implementing the RFI 
/ RFP documents

Continual assurance

Cyber 
Supplier 

Assurance 
Pledge

1 2 3 4



Next Steps
Find out how Bridewell can help you keep your 
organisation protected and productive from the 
inside out, transforming your business. Securely.

0330 311 0940

hello@bridewellconsulting.com

www.bridewellconsulting.com

mailto:hello@bridewellconsulting.com
http://www.bridewellconsulting.com/
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